
  Gunsho Jun’ko Oshiro has courted danger almost from 
the moment she joined The Brotherhood of the Dragon’s 
Fury. A superb vehicle commander and a brilliant 
tactician, she has proved her worth many times over 
in recent engagements. She is, however, extremely 
dissatisfied with being stuck in a green, hodgepodge 
unit like The Brotherhood. Though devoted to House 
Kurita and loyal to Katana Tormark, she wants a 
promotion that she feels will bring her the honor she 
deserves.  

  She has no interest in joining our 
organization — she would not meet our criteria in any 
case — and Tormark has already decided that Jun’ko’s 
impatience and hot-headedness make her too volatile to 
be promoted to the Amaterasu. It is this judgment that 
has angered her (bearing out Tormark’s perception) and 
caused her to protest directly to Katana on several 
occasions. 
  Regardless of Oshiro’s battlefield expertise or her 
value to The Brotherhood and the Dragon’s Fury as a 
whole, it is not in Katana’s nature to accept such 
behavior from her troops. Though this is a perfect 
opportunity to foment discord among the Dragon’s Fury 
if we find it necessary, this agent does not believe 
Jun’ko Oshiro will survive long enough to be of any 
use to us.

Commentary:
  The M1 Marksman Tank, like the Demon Medium 
Tank, was contracted by the Republic and designated as such 
to tie in with the original Marksman, first produced in 2702 
for the original Star League. However, unlike the Demon, which 
many pilots consider to be an inferior design, the M1 is 
a massively more powerful one. Though the original Marksman 
actually mounted an artillery weapon, the current design is 
a more traditional tank. However, at thirty tons heavier than 
the original, it has an arsenal of weaponry that few other 
modern tanks can match.
  DC606-37TD was first used in combat when a rogue Warrior 
House from the Capellan Confederation, apparently feeling 
dishonored at the loss of their Chancellor’s ancestral home 
world Liao to the Republic, attempted to recapture the planet. 
The devastating firepower of the M1 provided the bulwark 
against which this Warrior House died. Jun’ko Oshiro has named 
this vehicle “Bakemono,” or monster.

VEHICLE: M1 MARKSMAN TANK

Serial Number: DC606-37TD  Mass: 95 tons
Mvt. Type: Tracked
Power Plant: 285 Pitban 
Cruising Speed: 32 kph
Maximum Speed: 54 kph
Armor: Protec 12FF
Armament:
1 Lord’s Thunder Gauss
  Rifle
2 GT 2nd Generation SRM4s
2 Ayukawa “Slapper”
  Short-Range Six-packs
2 Shigunga MRM Ten-packs
4 Bulldog Miniguns
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REGIMENT: The Brotherhood
VEHICLE: M1 Marksman Tank
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